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Mr. Commission
C
ner and mem
mbers of thee Office, I ap
ppreciate the opportunity to speak
k
to yo
ou this morn
ning. The work
w
you aree undertakin
ng to address the abusees in force‐
placeed insurancee (FPI) is off vital imporrtance to Flooridians, maany of whom
m are beingg
harm
med by thesee practices today.
t
Yourr hearing on
n ASIC ratess offers hopee to
consu
umers who have paid excessive
e
raates for force‐placed co
overage thro
oughout
Florida.
I plan
n on submittting more complete
c
testimony latter. For now
w, here are tthe key
pointts I plan to make:
m
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As indicaated in this testimony,
t
I conclude th
hat the Ameerican Securrity
Insurance Company’’s (ASIC) filiing would p
produce excessive ratess if adopted.
Having only certain aspects of the filing avaailable to th
he public maakes
completee analysis im
mpossible.



In future filings, any alleged trade secret m
material shou
uld be testeed in court
t hearing so the publiic can fully p
participate.. If a docum
ment is
prior to the
declared to be a trad
de secret by
y the court, tthere should
d be a proceess wherebyy
interveno
ors can obtaain such maaterials by siigning a pro
otective ord
der.



The filing
g makes cleaar that the ASIC
A
rates p
proposed su
uffer from th
he fruits of
reverse competition
c
n. Reverse competition manifests iitself in FPI through thee
payment of commisssions to ageents or brokkers affiliateed with the llender or
on of below
w‐cost or fre e tracking sservices pro
ovided by
servicer, the provisio
nsurer to the lender, th
hrough FPI ccarriers thatt reinsure F
FPI
the FPI in
insurancee (either in whole or in
n part) with captive rein
nsurers owned by
lenders and
a offeringg other thinggs of value. Thus, FPI rrates are mu
uch higher
than norm
mal insuran
nce rates.

Mr. Hunter
H
formerrly served as Federal Insuran
nce Administraator under Pressidents Ford annd Carter and aas
Texas Insurance Com
mmissioner. He
H is an actuarry, a Fellow in the Casualty A
Actuarial Society and member
of the American Acaademy of Actuaries.



Commissions should be excluded from the filing. In the insurance industry
when normal insurance such as homeowners insurance is being written,
commissions are paid to agents and brokers by an insurance company to go
out and find clients (policyholders) for the insurance company. In a normal
agency situation, the agent has to go out and find clients through advertising,
calls, visits and so on. The agent then helps the policyholder determine the
insurance needed and shops the market for a competitively priced insurance
policy for the client. None of this happens in the FPI situation. In FPI, The
work performed in every agency agreement for FPI I have seen is minimal
and not done for the benefit of the FPI policyholder/borrower (the
arrangements with agents in this case has been claimed to be a “trade secret”
so I cannot show this here, but I am certain that agent work is either zero or
de minimus as it was in New York). New York has banned commissions as
has FHFA in its recent proposed rule.



Tracking cost should be excluded from the filing. It is clear that tracking
costs are included in the expenses in this case. The remarks of ASIC in
response to OIR question number 16 make this clear as the response clearly
describes tracking. Tracking should not be built into these rates for several
reasons: 1) Almost all of the services done by tracking are not related to FPI.
These services included escrow management, discussions with insurance
agents on the renewal status of many loans, management of 100 percent of
the borrowers’ insurance status (including borrowers who are not force‐
placed), reports to the servicer, etc. 2) The fact than much of this work
relates to 100 percent of the borrowers yet is charged to the small
percentage (two to three percent) whose hazard insurance was force‐placed
is unfair even if some of the work applied to them. 3) Including all the costs
of tracking in the premiums paid by borrowers whose hazard insurance was
force‐placed is also unfair since it involves double dipping by the servicer.
The servicers underwritten by ASIC receive compensation from the
owner/holder of the mortgage to service the loans. This payment includes
the costs associated with tracking. Charging force‐placed borrowers for the
same costs results in a double payment to the servicers for tracking. Fannie
Mae found this practice to be improper and sought to eliminate it. The RFP
states that, by implementing the RFP, it expects to “Eliminate the ability of
servicers to pass on the cost of insurance tracking services to Fannie Mae,
since the cost of such services is reimbursed to the servicer in the form of
current servicing fees.” (Emphasis added). New York banned the use of such
expenses.



Excessive ratemaking factors should be removed. Loss trend should be
based on data through at least 4th quarter 2012 lowered to 12.5 percent per
year, the latest 12‐point pure premium trend. In fact, 2013 full year
experience should be included in the reiew.The non‐hurricane factor should

be based on the 2.1 percent calculated in Exhibit 6 of the filing, not the higher
factor the filer used.


Making very rough adjustments of excluding the commissions and tracking
costs as well as fixing the old trend by analyzing 12 quarters of pure
premium data trend and non‐CAT factor would produce at least an estimated
one‐third reduction in rates but that is based on (1) old data that should be
updated and (2) only the ability to review about half of the material because
of the claim of trade secrets by ASIC.

